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This essay, written on the foundation of Objectivist philosophy and procapitalist economic theory, is

the most powerful and convincing critique of environmentalism available. From â€œintrinsic valueâ€•

to â€œglobal warming,â€• it exposes the rampant errors and contradictions of the movement and

shows its profound hatred of human values. It demonstrates why the real problem of the

industrialized world is not â€œenvironmental pollutionâ€• but philosophical corruption, of which

environmentalism, with its hatred of science and technology, is the leading contemporary

manifestation. The essay concludes with a call for a cleanup of the environmentâ€”the

philosophical-intellectual environmentâ€”based on the introduction of the writings of Ayn Rand and

Ludwig von Mises into college and university curricula.
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A brief but bitingly succinct crtique of the movement that has, as its openly stated goal, the winding

back & reversal of all the benefits to mankind of the Industrial Revolution and discarding most of the

advances in "real" science made over the past 200 years. A must read for anyone who rejects the

intellectual facism that now dominates the debate on "saving the planet".



Having worked in the energy industry for the last 39 years, I can agree with his basic thesis. Mr.

Reisman is correct when it comes to energy consumption and is also spot on when it comes to the

effort to reduce the economy through regulation. I just wish his tone was somewhat less intolerant.

Brings some common sense and fact based observations to the political arena known as

environmentalism. Very well sourced, illuminates much of what the pc based environmental crowd

believe is science and debunks the falsehoods and pseudo science of many of their claims in the

process. From Alar on apples to mercury in fish to CFC's role in the ozone hole over Antarctica

Reisman sheds light on falsehoods perpetrated with good intentions but potentially disastrous

results.

Remember when Timothy Geitner said, "Never let a good crisis go to waste." to which Rahm

Emmanuel said, "If you don't have a crisis, make one."? Well, this is the fabrication of that crisis.

Creating an apparent crisis like this is what Josef Goebbels did in the Third Reich. That's how he

got the greatest impact with his propaganda.

There is so much of what I had suspected that the author has me convinced is in fact true - and not

my being paranoid. I felt near alone while feeling like I was drowning in nonsense, and at least I can

now trust my ability to tread water instead. We need more voices of reason such as his!

First off, with a human brain there is absolutely no such thing as objectivity because our minds are

continuously imprinted upon with information from our surroundings and filtered through our

perceptions and bias filters. This author makes the glaring error that he is so intellectually superior

that choosing to hang his hat under the branch of objectivity makes his arguments free from logical

errors. However, objectivity is just an esoteric attempt to stroke one's own ego to sustain a

self-image that one is on the "right" side of the argument and everyone else is just stupid or "toxic"

or "morally bankrupt" or "callous". However, the rhetoric in this paper make it clear that there is

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING objective about this author or his arguments. It's no surprise why this

essay is only $0.99 because the argumentation and rhetoric used in this essay are written only so

that the ignorant can feel better about themselves simply because they refuse to acknowledge any

wrongdoing as indirect as it is. Absolutely pathetic. Everyone wants to believe they're a genius and

a good person but simply wishing and believing that doesn't make it true.



Finally the truth is getting out about environmentalism and climate change and it's proponents. A

great read!

This book outlines the the malign effect of uncheckedenvironmentalists on modern industrialised

civilisation. The language gets a bit heavy for the lay reader but is a warning worth reading.
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